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William Blake may be best known as a composite artist, that
is, he was both a poet and a painter.

He self-produced his works by a rare method of engraving,
where he first engraved his writing and designs on a copper
plate, then treated them to various acid techniques and then,
after the preparation of the plates, coloured them and took
their impression on paper, with the help of a roller. Each
impression is an individual work.

His Songs of Innocence and Experience (1794) was his most
popular work among his contemporaries, namely,
Wordsworth, Coleridge and Lamb. Due to the limited
production of his works, Blake was reasonably less known
during his lifetime.

The William Blake archive http://www.blakearchive.org/ is a
storehouse of material and should be consulted for any work
on the poet.

http://www.blakearchive.org/


The Songs of Innocence and Experience (1794) represent the ‘twoContrary States’ of the Human Soul.

‘Innocence’ and ‘Experience’ in Blake are two ‘contrary states’ of the Human Soul. The word
‘contrary’ should not be confused with ‘conflicting’; in Blake, the two states are also sometimes
collateral, that is, Experience may also be found in Innocence and Innocence may also share in
Experience.

These states are not absolutes, and do not cancel each other out. They are not Negations.
In Blake there are other Contraries, which act as Binaries, for example, good and evil, imagination
and reason.

Blake believed that ‘Without contraries is no progression’ (The Marriage of Heaven and Hell).

Therefore, it is a pre-requisite for Innocence and Experience to co-exist with each other, for healthy
progression.

INNOCENCE AND EXPERIENCE 



Blake’s concept of Innocence
is synonymous with the pre-
lapserian state, where the
voice of the child, the poet and
Christ may be heard.

The Songs of Innocence usually
have a child narrator and the
themes usually stressed are
humble nature, natural
sexuality, and the Poet-Christ.

But even within these songs,
there is a strain of sad
experience, in the life of the
sad Chimney Sweeper or the
rituals of a Holy Thursday. But
these are by-passed by the
dreams of a happy future
dreamt by the children.

Blake’s concept of Experience is
not only a loss of the ‘celestial’
garb of childhood, but also a time
when society has its effects on an
individual. The social powers
being the coercion of institutional
religion, state power and moral
forces, sometimes remove the
individual from the innate forces
of nature. Thus the parents of the
chimney sweepers go to church
leaving their children to work and
misery.

Thus the state of experience is,
most often, marked by a post-
lapserian morality.

The state of experience is also
signified by the moods of anger
and revolt as we shall see in ‘The
Tyger’.

Frontispiece to the collection.



http://www.blakearchive.org/copy/songsie.b?descId=songsie.b.illbk.17

One of the original plates for ‘The Lamb’ and ‘The Tyger’

http://www.blakearchive.org/copy/songsie.b?descId=songsie.b.illbk.17


A Study of the two poems as ‘Contraries’

The Songs of Innocence and Experience, as Blake says, shows the ‘contrary states of the Human Soul. Some of the
poems in the collection may be said to be direct contraries, like ‘The Divine Image’, ‘The Human Abstract’, ‘The
Chimney Sweeper’ poems, and the poems on ‘Holy Thursday’. In many ways, ‘The Lamb’ and ‘The Tyger’ are also
contrary poems.

‘The Lamb’ is in the voice of a little child who is conversing with this fluffy being and who identifies the lamb with
Christ, the human form who is Divine. Hence the identification ofGod’s creature with the Divine.

The ‘Introduction’ to The Songs of Innocence clearly mentions the child’s wish to hear the piper’s song about the
Lamb and such other things that would make them happy. ‘The Lamb’ is a poem of happiness.

The ‘Introduction’ to The Songs of Experience calls on to the ‘voice of the Bard’, who ‘present, past and future sees’,
and who calls on the ‘lapsed soul’, one who has already experienced the fruits of worldly wisdom. ‘The Tyger’ is a
celebration of divine energy, who has been formed with perfect symmetry, and whose power is a source of strength.

The rhetorical questions which link both the poems are, ‘Did he who made the Lamb make thee?’, ‘Did he smile his
work to see?’ In many ways, the lamb in the world of innocence needs to graduate into the powerful tiger in the
world of experience, where one needs to raise his voice in anger and protest. The tiger is the work of Orc, a divine
creature, who needs to fight the excesses of the authoritative Urizen. It is an utterance of amazement and wonder.



Introduction to The Songs of Innocence

Introduction to The Songs of Experience 

Note the 
differences in the 
designs of the 
plates.



A few observations on Blake’s paintings

Blake’s paintings could be roughly divided into three kinds: illustration, decoration and illumination.

Illustration is usually that by which the central argument of the poems may be gauged. Please refer to the
plates given here. Decoration is what you see on the borders and generally the style in which Blake’s
designs are conducted. In this regard, you will notice that the decoration for the songs of Innocence have a
curved and generally sinuous pattern. The letters have vegetative growth, flowers and creatures abound
throughout. The letters are also curved in shape. In contrast the plates of Experience have firm and rigid
letters, there are no vegetative growths on them or even or their fringes. These may be clearly seen in the
plates given here.
Illumination is that where the entire plate makes a total statement.

There are several versions to each of his engraved works, which must allow for slight variations here and
there.

Apart from Blake’s illustrated poetry, he has also made a series of illustrations for Shakespeare. One of his
most famous is the representation of Geoffrey Chaucer’sThe Canterbury Pilgrims.



Thank you!


